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coffee table read

Hue is the latest title from the Manhattan interior designer Kelly Wearstler and a tribute to the power of
colour: you’ll find little black or white within these pages (AMMO Books, www.ammobooks.com)
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A feel for design
Barbara Wittig is related
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Rohe, but it is her mother
who has most influenced
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Go bold
Establish an ironically retro
appeal by setting shocking
pinks and metallic golds
against a backdrop of
intense blacks hh8
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Ellissi
mirrors

Nicolas Dumont for The National

“What is beauty? That’s a question I often ask myself,” says Carlo
Guazzo, the founder of Tuttoattaccato. These handmade mirrors,
which he showed at the recent Italian Luxury Interiors exhibition at
Emirates Palace, go some way to
answering that question.
There is the beauty of the form itself: the oval, esteemed by artists and
philosophers down the ages. And the
beauty of the colours: the ceramic
frames transformed by rich and irridescent glazes given added depth
through multiple firings and the addition, in some cases, of 12 per cent

precious metal.
But perhaps the true beauty of these
objects is the nobility of their making, for they owe everything to the
material used and the techniques
employed. Based in the Veneto, in a
region renowned for ceramics, Guazzo works with craftsmen who have
perfected techniques passed down
over the centuries. The simplicity is
remarkable; the skill is all.
The artisans combine precise proportions of clay and sand, roll the
mixture by hand into thin “cords”
– perfectly judged by eye and feel.
These they lay on to a base, building

them up slowly into a solid threedimensional form. After a week of
natural drying – again determined by
sight and touch – the first glaze is applied, followed by the first firing. And
then the process is repeated. And repeated again, if needed. The result is
tactile, almost molten – almost alive.
The mirror is beauty. And, perhaps, in the mirror is beauty too.

*•

Sandra Lane
Ellissi mirrors by Tuttoattaccato.
Dh2,746 in gold, platinum, violet or
copper; Dh2,158 in white or blue.
www.tuttoattaccato.com

??? ask the expert

cult shop jean et lili, berlin

A special something full of life

For a happy home, try the blues

Playfully repurposed
vintage items and
sensuous shapes
serve as inspiration

q
a

“We decided we would create our
own things, simple things, things
that if anybody wanted to, they
could make themselves, but never
have the time and never have the
material.”
Claudia Markhof is explaining the genesis of Berlin’s Jean et
Lili, an inviting den of handmade
shabby chic, playfully repurposed
vintage items and down-to-earth
housewares, often with a French
Provincial lilt, that she and her
partner Johannes Adler own.
These simple creations include
wall-mounted vases made from
sensuously drop-shaped Orangina
bottles, lamps made from boutique shopping bags, rough-hewn
and tactile shelves and cupboards
and floral-patterned coat and towel racks.
And while it probably would surprise no one to learn that the shop
was “born out of love”, in this
case, the love was not just between
the people and the product but
also between Markhof and Adler
themselves. When cupid’s arrow
struck, Markhof lived in Frankfurt
writing game show concepts for a
radio station, while Adler worked
in computer design in Berlin.
They quit their jobs and lived in
an old Mercedes bus, “touring
around Europe for six months,
seeing things, getting inspired by
things”, concentrating around the
Luberon in southern France.
The result was that in March 2005,
they opened their shop on Dieffenbach Strasse, a street of tasteful and idiosyncratic boutiques
and cafes that give this pocket of
Kreuzberg the feel of a Parisian

Blues are more in vogue than
ever. How can I put them to
use in a way that looks new?
Blue is gorgeous. And like
many colours that predominate in nature, it works almost
anywhere. The best thing about
blue is its range and versatility – it
has the ability to look calm and
peaceful, severe and austerely chic
or simply bright and cheery. Yes, it
can be nautical and beachy, but it
can also be elegantly urban.

Jean et Lili is a den of handmade shabby chic vintage items with a down-toearth feel; masterpieces inspired by mundane objects.

neighbourhood. The name, Jean
et Lili, which they chose as a more
mellifluous version of Johannes
and Claudia, fitted right in.
Their first creation was the dekoboard (€9,50 / Dh48) – hooks
mounted on a wooden board covered with floral patterns. “They’re
still our top seller,” Markhof
says. “You can hang your towels,
clothes, jewellery, keys or anything
you want.” The Orangina vases followed (€14,50 ).
Later, when Markhof saw the tulipshaped vases Germans have next to
the graves in cemeteries, she inverted them in her mind and thought,
“this is a lamp”. Adler knocked out
a prototype in the workshop downstairs and voilà, the grabvasenlampe
or graveyard-vase-lamp (€19,90).
“We use ourselves as examples
when making a product,” Markhof
adds. “If we couldn’t afford it, then
we won’t sell it. We also test it out
first in our own home. We’ll also give
them to friends to test, as well.”
L a t e r , t h e c o u p l e a d d e d 

hand-bound photo album/writing journals from Thailand (from
€4,90), handmade wrought-iron
shelf brackets from Morocco (from
€9,90) and earthy enamel mugs
from Belgium (€5,90). “It took two
or three years to find our inventory,”
Markhof says.
Typically, the furniture that these
items are displayed on is made inhouse and is also for sale – as are
the shelving units made out of old
fruit crates and the antique bottledryers that hold the mugs.
For do-it-yourselfers, the boutique
offers a variety of old-school hooks,
knobs and handles (from €3,50),
patterned paint-rollers from Poland
(€29,90), tiles and more.
Last year the couple opened
a second shop in Berlin’s
Prenzlauerberg.

Can’t paint, won’t paint? Blue
walls are wonderfully uplifting,
from a feature wall to an entire
room. But if you can’t or won’t
paint them, think about how
you can best focus the colour
in other, more easily accessible
ways. Fun knick-knacks in the
same hue accomplish the same
effect. A single blue chair looks

punchy and confident in a home
of neutral tones; a scattering of
cushions across a beige, dark
brown or pale sofa; bright blue
glass vases on a white table.
Remember the purpose A warm
blue, one that contains an element of red, such as sea blue or
deep denim blue, is great for a
room with a social function, such
as the dining room or kitchen: the
warmth of the red makes the room
feel cosy and welcoming. In bathrooms and bedrooms a cooler
shade – one that contains a degree
of green or grey – is preferable.
Blue-sky thinking Pick up on the
colours of nature to combine
sky or ocean-hued blue with all
greens, whites and yellows. The
best right now are sharp, acidic
greens, mossy sage greens and

Be adventurous Texture is often
used in neutral shades but used
with colours, it is more surprising. Used in small doses it looks
smart and pulls a room and a
home to a higher standard: a
blue chenille throw, a blue velvet
stool or cushion.
In the navy Deep, dark blues can
be the easiest to live with, funnily enough. Dark inky shades
that verge on black are forever
chic. Navy looks wonderful with
white, chocolate brown, taupes
and caramel beige, but also consider a jolt of fuchsia.
Clash and contrast All shades
of blue benefit from being
surrounded by light, whether
natural or artificial. In a warmer
climate with plenty of sunlight it
makes perfect sense to bring out
the bright, zingy side of blue by
pairing it with zippy shades such
as a vivid orange.
For more space, choose pale
blue Icily cool pale blue and
white are a lovely combination
for bedrooms. It’s a pairing that
reflects the blue sky and white
clouds of the great outdoors and
brings inside all the tranquillity
of nature.

*
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Mark Ehrman
Jean et Lili – Heimwerk, Kreuzberg: Dieffenbachstraße 38, 10967
Berlin, Tel: +4930-69001742, www.
jeanetlili.de

mustard yellows – all strong
colours to pair with an easy-going blue, so use them lightly: for
instance, a pair of blue cushions
with a chartreuse-shade cushion between them. All blues
look great against all manner of
woods.

Create serenity by combining sky blue with white. Mark Scott / Cico Books

Emily Davies was speaking to
Gail Abbott, a London-based home
styling consultant who works globally and the author of Living With
White (Cico Books, £19.99), Angel
+ Blume, +44 1223 479434

